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Abstract. The Hamiltonian formulation of the Holst action in vacuum and in the presence of
matter fields is analyzed in a generic local Lorentz frame. It is elucidated how the SU(2) gauge
symmetry is inferred by reducing the set of constraints to a first-class one. The consequences
of the proposed approach for Loop Quantum Gravity and Spin Foam models are discussed.
1. Introduction
The reduction of local Lorentz symmetry to SU(2) gauge invariance is the starting point for
the whole Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) framework and it constitutes a key point in order to
describe the quantum behavior of the gravitational field via BF theories in Spin-Foam models.
In this work we are going to review the procedure by which the Gauss constraints of the SU(2)
group arise without fixing the local Lorentz frame in a Hamiltonian framework and, then, we
will discuss the implications for BF theories.
2. Hamiltonian formulation in a generic local Lorentz frame
Let us consider a space-time manifold endowed with a metric tensor gµν and fix the local Lorentz
frame by 4-bein vectors eαI and spin connections ω
IJ
α . The Holst action reads as follows
S =
∫ √−g [eαI eβJRIJαβ − 12γ ǫIJKLeαI eβJRKLαβ
]
d4x, (1)
and conjugate momenta to spin connections are given by
γπaIJ = π
a
IJ −
1
2γ
ǫKLIJπ
a
KL, π
a
IJ = 2
√−get[IeaJ ]. (2)
The Hamiltonian density is a linear combination of the following constraints


H = πaIMπ
bM
J
(
RIJab − 12γ ǫIJKLRKLab
)
= 0
Ha = π
b
IJ
(
RIJab − 12γ ǫIJKLRKLab
)
= 0
GIJ = ∂aπ
a
IJ − 2ω K[I aπa|K|J ] = 0
Cab = ǫIJKLπ
(a
IJπ
b)
KL = 0
Dab = ǫIJKLπcIMπ
(aM
J Dcπ
b)
KL = 0
. (3)
The set of constraints is second-class, which means that some variables are redundant and a
non-trivial symplectic structure is inferred on the constraint hypersurfaces.
The standard procedure to deal with such a second-class system is based on fixing the so-called
time gauge condition, which means that the boost parameters χi vanish. However, in order to
disentangle the fixing of the local Lorentz frame from the solution of second-class constraints, it
has been given in [1] a generalized solution of second-class constraint, i.e.
ω
j
i a =
piω
j
i a + χiω
0j
a + χ
j(ω 0i a − piDaχi), πaij = 2χ[iπa0j] (4)
where piDaχi = ∂aχi − piω ji aχj and χi = ηijχj. On the hypersurfaces (4) χi are promoted
to configuration variables, such that no gauge fixing of the local Lorentz frame occurs, while
second-class constraints are solved. The induced symplectic form is highly nontrivial, but as
soon as phase-space is parametrized by densitized triads Eai and generalized Ashtekar-Barbero
connections Aia, together with boost paremetrs and conjugate momenta π
i, the constraints of
the Lorentz group are replaced by
Gi = ∂aE
a
i + γǫ
k
ij A
j
aE
a
k = 0, π
i = 0. (5)
Hence, the SU(2) gauge structure arises also when the time-gauge condition is relaxed, while
boost parameters are non-dynamical variables and they behave as the lapse function and the
shift vector. Henceforth, one can avoid any dependence from χi into the wave functional and
perform the quantization as in the standard treatment within the time gauge. The implications
of these results on the canonical quantization procedure are that there is no need to perform any
gauge fixing of the local Lorentz frame in LQG, while the spectra of geometrical operators is
invariant under local boosts. This analysis has been extended to non minimally coupled matter
fields [2], Immirzi field [3] and spinor fields [4].
3. Rotations and boosts on a quantum level
The generators of local Lorentz transformations take the following expression after having solved
second-class constraints
Ri = Gi + ǫ
j
i kχjπ
k, Ki = (ηij + χiχj)π
j − βǫ jki χjGk. (6)
If one want to analyze the effect of Lorentz transformation on a quantum level, variables χi
must be retained into wave functional, such that a generic state on a path α can be written as
[5]
ψα = ⊗eLhe ⊗v Iv(χi), (7)
where e and v denote the edges and vertices of α, respectively. Lhe belongs to the Hilbert space
of SU(2) distributional connections, while the Hilbert space associated with boost parameters can
be defined as the space of square-integrable functions Iv(χ) on the hyperbolic space parametrized
by χi. Symmetric momenta are defined as follows
πi = −i
(
∂
∂χi
+
χi
2(1− χ2)
)
, (8)
and the scalar product in the full Hilbert space reads as
< ψ1α, ψ
2
α >= Πe,v
∫
Lh1†e
Lh2edµSU(2)
∫
1√
1− χ2 I
1∗
v I
2
vd
3χ, (9)
where dµSU(2) denotes the Haar measure associated with the SU(2) group. Within this
scheme, the wave functionals of LQG can be inferred by imposing Hamiltonian constraints (5).
In particular, the vanishing of πi gives
πiI
LQG
v = 0→ ILQGv (χ) ∝ (1− χ2)1/4, (10)
and once ILQG is inserted into the expression (9), the scalar product turns out to be LQG
one. The condition Gi = 0 coincides with the Gauss constraint proper of SU(2) gauge theory,
thus it can be implemented in the space of distributional connections by inserting invariant
intertwiners at vertices. Therefore, it is possible to define the functionals associated with LQG
by replacing Iv(χ) with SU(2) invariant intertwiners.
The expression (7) allow to investigate the effect of boost and rotation generators (6). The
rotation generators are the sum of the SU(2) generators associated with Ashtekar-Barbero
connections and the orbital angular momenta of χi. In the case of LQG functionals, ILQG is
the representation with vanishing angular momentum, such that the presence of SU(2) invariant
intertwiners ensures rotation invariance.
As soon as boosts are concerned, let us consider the operator ordering with all momenta on
the right (indeed this choice gives a non-symmetric boost generator). Actually, Ki is made of
two terms, each one acting at verticies only:
• the first piece contains the conjugate momenta to χi and it acts on the χ-dependent part
only as follows (we choose i = 3)
(π3 + χ3χjπ
j)dln(χ
2)Y nl = i(d
′
ln − ldln)
√
(l + 1)2 − n2
(2l + 1)(2l + 3)
Y nl+1 + i(d
′
ln + (l + 1)dln)
√
l2 − n2
(2l − 1)(2l + 1)Y
n
l−1,
where d′ln = 2(1 + χ
2)∂2χdln − 12dln.
• the second term is made of the SU(2) generators times χi and its action reads (i = 3)
βǫ
ij
3 χiGj |j,m > ⊗dlnY nl =
= − i2βχ dln√2l+1
(√
(j +m)(j −m+ 1)√(l + n+ 2)(l + n+ 1)|j,m − 1 > ⊗Y n+1l+1 −
−√(j +m)(j −m+ 1)√(l − n− 1)(l − n)|j,m − 1 > ⊗Y n+1l−1 −
−√(j −m)(j +m+ 1)√(l − n+ 2)(l − n+ 1)|j,m+ 1 > ⊗Y n−1l+1 +
+
√
(j −m)(j +m+ 1)√(l + n− 1)(l + n)|j,m + 1 > ⊗Y n−1l−1
)
.
As soon as LQG functionals are concerned, the action of the first term vanishes in the adopted
operator ordering, while the second term does not provide any contribution because of SU(2)
invariance. Therefore, LQG states are invariant under boost transformations.
4. From BF theory to LQG
In Spin-Foam models gravity is written as a BF theory, whose action reads
S =
1
2
∫
ǫαβγδtr(BIJαβF
KL
γδ )d
4x, (11)
with the conditions BIJ =
[
δIJKL − 12γ ǫIJKL
]
∗ (eK ∧ eL). We have seen how such constraints
induce on a Hamiltonian level a non trivial symplectic structure, which signals that SU(2)
connections Aia contain all dynamical information.
In Spin-foam model, holonomies of the full Lorentz group are considered, whose associated
irreducible representations of the principal series are made of an infinite tower of SU(2)
representations, i.e.
H(k,ρ) = ⊕+∞j=kH(j), k ∈
N
2
, ρ ∈ R. (12)
In order to solve consistently second-class constraints one must implement: i) the restriction
to the constraint hypersurfaces, ii) the reduction to functionals depending on Aia only. This task
can be accomplished by taking fully projected spin-network [6], i.e.
h(λ,j)α =
lim
N→+∞P
{
N∏
n=1
π(j)h
(λ)
e(n)π
(j)
}
, α =
N⋃
n=1
e(n), (13)
where π(j) denote the projectors to the representations associated with the Ashtekar-Barbero
SU(2) connections, i.e.
π(j) : h(k,ρ) → Lhj = h(j−r,γ
j(j+1)
j−r
)
, γ = βj =
kρ
j(j + 1)
.
In fact, the action of momenta gives
πij(S)
Lhje = 0, π0i(S)
Lhje = o(S, e)
Lhje2τ
L
i h
j
e1 . (14)
The first relation above signals that the time-gauge condition holds, while the second tells
that ωija =
pi ωija , thus
Lhje depend on A
i
a only. Henceforth, the restriction to
Lhje implements
properly the features of second-class constraints.
The condition βj = γ fixes the spin number of the selected SU(2) representation inside each
Lorentz one.
In a path integral formulation, by adopting fully projected spin-networks, one avoids the
nontrivial factor arising from the presence of second class constraints. In fact one finds
∫ ∏
ab
∏
IJ,KL
dωIJa dΠ
b
KL
√
det[χα, χβ]Παδ(χα)f(ω,Π) =
∫ ∏
ab
∏
ij
dAiadE
b
jf(A,E), (15)
where χα = {Cab,Dab}.
Therefore, in order to reduce the phase-space of BF theories, parametrized by holonomies of
the Lorentz group, to the one of LQG, it must be addressed inside each Lorentz representation
of the principal series the restriction to the SU(2) irreps for which
ρ = γ
j(j + 1)
j − r , r ∈ N. (16)
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